
58.89% 106

1.11% 2

9.44% 17

23.33% 42

15.00% 27

Q1 Please indicate your connection(s) to
the Upper Canada District School Board.

Answered: 180 Skipped: 0

Total Respondents: 180  

# Other:  (please specify) Date

1 Former parent and now a grandparent 2/8/2017 3:44 PM

2 Municipal Employee 1/10/2017 1:26 PM

3 I am a grandparent of a child attending Benson Public School and also a member of the tax paying community. 12/23/2016 9:23 PM

4 Interested Party.....fighting to save BENSON and South Edwardsburgh schools in order to be able to attract a number
of the 300 new workers who will be moving to the area to work at the GIANT TIGER DISTRIBUTION CENTRE
scheduled to go into full operation in early 2018. at least one worker in a senior position has already purchased a
home in JOHNSTOWN ...."because I want my kids to be able to walk to school."

12/7/2016 10:57 AM

5 Live within the __________, myself and children attended Benson Public School 12/7/2016 10:56 AM

6 I live in __________. My grandchildren attend Iroquois Schools. 12/7/2016 10:55 AM

7 Unspecified 12/1/2016 1:58 PM

8 Parent of future student 11/25/2016 9:01 AM

9 I am a graduate from this school board and have young children who will be enrolled. 11/25/2016 8:53 AM

10 Parent of pre-school children. 11/25/2016 8:51 AM

I am a
parent/guard...

I am a student
attending a...

I am an UCDSB
employee

I am a
community...

Other:
(please...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

I am a parent/guardian of student(s) at UCDSB school(s)

I am a student attending a UCDSB School

I am an UCDSB employee

I am a community member without children attending UCDSB Schools

Other:  (please specify)
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11 I am a community member whose children DID attend UCDSB schools. 11/20/2016 7:04 PM

12 I am a grandparent of children attending a UCDSB school. Also a community member concerned about our rural
schools

11/15/2016 7:57 PM

13 Retired teacher and parent of former UCDSB student 11/12/2016 8:59 PM

14 Retired teacher 11/12/2016 8:58 PM

15 I am a grandparent of a child attending an UCDSB school. 11/6/2016 6:41 PM

16 Aunt to a student 10/29/2016 5:49 PM

17 I am a previous student of the UCDSB. 10/26/2016 7:53 AM

18 I however did send my child to UCDSB but he has since gradutated 10/23/2016 6:09 PM

19 I am a grandparent of students attending UCDSB school 10/23/2016 5:51 PM

20 I am a community member with children planning on attending UCDSB Schools within the next 2 years 10/19/2016 1:46 PM

21 Expectant father 10/19/2016 10:33 AM

22 Grandmother to children that attend the South Edwardsburg school 10/18/2016 4:55 PM

23 Former parent of children attending UCDSB school plus a community member 10/18/2016 3:58 PM

24 Community Partner 10/18/2016 11:23 AM

25 taxpayer and grand children in school 10/14/2016 9:33 PM

26 I volunteer at a UCDSB school. 10/14/2016 7:28 PM

27 Have a daughter that will attend an UCDSB school soon. Have 6 nieces and nephews that already do attend . 10/14/2016 2:40 PM
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Q2 The draft recommendations contained in
the Initial Staff Report for the

Accommodation Review are organized by
Feeder Groups of Schools. This refers to
the elementary schools and secondary

school(s) that students attend in
accordance with school

program boundaries.Please choose from
the list below, the feeder group of schools

for which you would like to provide
feedback. (Please note that there are no

recommendations impacting the
Gananoque or Russell Feeder Groups.)

Answered: 180 Skipped: 0
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Brockville -
(Brockville ...

Cornwall -
(Cornwall...

Seaway -
(Seaway...

North
Grenville -...

South
Grenville -...

Tagwi - (Tagwi
SS, Maxville...

Rothwell-Osnabr
uck -...

Glengarry -
(Glengarry D...

Char-Lan -
(Char-Lan DH...

Almonte -
(Almonte DHS...

Carleton Place
- (Carleton...

Perth - (Perth
DCI, Drummon...

Rockland -
(Rockland DH...

Vankleek Hill
- (Vankleek...

Rideau -
(Rideau DHS,...

Smiths Falls -
(Smiths Fall...

Athens -
(Athens DHS,...

North Dundas -
(North Dunda...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses
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0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

100.00%
180

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

Total 180

Brockville - (Brockville CI, Thousand Islands SS, Commonwealth PS, Front of Yonge ES, Lyn PS, Prince of Wales PS, Toniata PS, Vanier PS, and
Westminster PS)

Cornwall  - (Cornwall Collegiate Vocational School, St. Lawrence Secondary School, Bridgewood P.S., Central P.S., Eamer’s Corners P.S.,Viscount
Alexander P.S.)

Seaway - (Seaway District HS, Iroquois PS, Morrisburg PS)

North Grenville - (North Grenville DHS, Kemptville PS, Merrickville PS, Oxford-On-Rideau PS, South Branch ES)

South Grenville - (South Grenville DHS, Benson PS, Centennial '67 PS, Maynard PS, South Edwardsburg PS, Wellington ES)

Tagwi - (Tagwi SS, Maxville PS, North Stormont PS, Roxmore PS)

Rothwell-Osnabruck - (Rothwell-Osnabruck School (k-12), Longue Sault PS)

Glengarry - (Glengarry DHS, Laggan PS)

Char-Lan - (Char-Lan DHS, S.J. Mcleod PS, Williamstown PS)

Almonte - (Almonte DHS, Naismith Memorial PS, Pakenham PS, R Tait McKenzie PS)

Carleton Place - (Carleton Place DHS, Arklan Community PS, Beckwith PS, Caldwell Street PS)

Perth - (Perth DCI, Drummond PS, Glen Tay PS, Maple Grove PS, North Elmsley PS, Queen Elizabeth PS, The Stewart PS)

Rockland - (Rockland DHS, Rockland PS, Plantagenet PS)

Vankleek Hill - (Vankleek Hill CI, Pleasant Corners PS) * impacted by Glengarry recommendations

Rideau - (Rideau DHS, Rideau Centennial ES, Rideau Vista PS, South Crosby PS, Sweets Corners ES)

Smiths Falls - (Smiths Falls DCI, Chimo ES, Duncan J Schoular PS, Lombardy PS, Montague PS, Wolford PS)

Athens - (Athens DHS, Meadowview PS, Pineview PS)

North Dundas - (North Dundas DHS, Chesterville PS, Nationview PS, Winchester PS) *impacted by Seaway recommendations
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8.70% 12

22.46% 31

53.62% 74

15.22% 21

Q19 Please provide your response to these
Draft Recommendations. Select the
statement(s) that best describe your

thoughts, you will be asked to expand in the
next set of questions.

Answered: 138 Skipped: 42

Total 138

Yes, I support
all of the...

I support some
parts of the...

No, I don't
support the...

I have an
alternative ...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Yes, I support all of the DRAFT recommendations for this feeder group of schools.

I support some parts of the DRAFT recommendations for this feeder group of schools.

No, I don't support the DRAFT recommendations for this feeder group of schools at all and I don't have an alternative suggestion at this time.

I have an alternative to the DRAFT recommendations that would meet the board's objective to reduce surplus space in this feeder group of schools.
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Q20 If you indicated in Q3. that you support
some or all of the Draft Recommendations

for this feeder group of schools, please
describe what elements of the

recommendations are favourable to you.
Answered: 35 Skipped: 145

# Responses Date

1 I am a lifelong resident of Edwardsburgh Cardinal and understand that times have changed.. I am a firm believer that
schools are the hub of any community, with that being said, I have been doing my research. While Benson Public
School may be an older building, I have recently been into the school and it is an older building with some repairs
such as paint, but as far as the asbestos as long as its is not touched it is not a problem, but it is a well maintained
school, I have also been in South Ed School and it is also in need of repairs, such as roof leakage, mold etc. It is also
very dark and not overly inviting. However there is a level of passion at all schools, but why would we close a school
(BENSON) that does not have to pay for their heat and I have read that the Township Council passed a motion to pick
up the cost of the Water and Sewage... I have also read that the Council has a piece of land behind the Cardinal
Public Library they are willing to give to board to build a new school on. So with that being said, If the students from
South Ed were to locate to Benson there would not even be a thought of a portable, and the students would not have
to take a bus to skate, swim, visit the library, and go on town excursion, so money would be able to be used for
programming etc. I have heard the comment that Benson is not accessible, If by not being accessible would mean no
elevator that is a joke. Elevators do not work in the case of a fire, so does a handicapped child remain on the second
floor. The school in the past has accommodated several handicapped children with no problem. The big picture would
be to save the board money in all aspects by leaving Benson open and consolidating the South Ed students to
Benson. I think you need to reconsider you thoughts,

1/31/2017 12:35 PM

2 The high schools are too large for the current population of 7-12 children. I agree with altering boundaries in order to
increase numbers in one school thereby being able to focus resources for high school students to Grenville District
High School.

1/30/2017 11:55 PM

3 I support the closing of benson public school. I feel there is not enough kids attending this school. If they grouped all
the smaller schools into one big school, the children may have more opportunities.

1/10/2017 8:31 PM

4 consolidate small schools that are close together, but leave the rural option for families. Look at the entire community
and what they actually offer when deciding where the closures should happen. Also need to look at what does the
community actually offer and whether enrollment has a high turnover in students.

1/6/2017 10:45 AM

5 I agree that one school needs to close but I feel it should be South Edwardsburg. 12/23/2016 8:40 AM

6 I DO NOT support the closure of South Ed AT ALL. All of my children have gone to that school. I would like my
youngest child to enjoy time at public school without feeling brushed off from an overcrowded classroom.

11/25/2016 9:05 AM

7 As I do agree that the closer of schools with less than 50% of space used by students is a good idea I don't think that
schools that are already close if not at ccompacty be added to. I am already finding it difficult to get the help I need for
my child who has educational ddifficulty and the school is only 9 children short on our conpacity for our school. What
will added more rooms and more kids do to this but only make it harder aad further more as more kids are added
more kids like my child may go in helped because teachers and staff are just not going to have the time to help them.

11/25/2016 9:02 AM

8 I under stand that it makes sense to consolidate some schools with very low enrolment. But I think school that have A
pretty full school and more then one class of most grades should be left open. Living in rural areas we want to be able
to sent our kids to a rural school and the benefits that come with that.

11/12/2016 6:57 PM

9 The consolidation of Benson and South Edwardsbugh schools due to their low enrolment. 11/6/2016 6:51 PM

10 I support proposals #1, 2, & 4. 10/29/2016 12:24 PM

11 I agree, that SOME schools do need to be closed due to the low number of student enrollment. I do not believe that
ALL rural schools should be closed. Rural families should also have the option of a bear minimum of one rural school
within their school "zone". These schools, suit the rural children's life style, and provides the convenience factor that
the in town families have access too. My concern with the purposed plan, is the significant increase in students in one
building. I am very concerned regarding the class sizes, which will directly impact the one-to-one education for
students.

10/25/2016 9:46 PM

12 C 10/25/2016 4:24 PM
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13 It just makes sense. 10/23/2016 8:33 PM

14 Close benson Not Maynard / south Ed Wellington is not in a good location in Prescott to have so many kids Too close
to catholic school too much traffic on same roads at same time On a dead end street not good for emergencies Too
close to social asst housing

10/23/2016 7:58 PM

15 I can't support the closure of Benson. The school is big enough to house many municipalities, a portion of the utilities
are paid by a supporting company, and having a successful public school will also bring more folks into the community
and will support the current businesses. Johnstown doesn't have any businesses to support.

10/23/2016 7:53 PM

16 Benson requires extensive repairs and has a very small population. Students would be better off in bigger schools
with more supports and resources as well as access to extra curricular activities. Teachers can not effectively teach 3
grades in 1 classroom. That was why we moved away from 1 room schoolhousees

10/23/2016 6:33 PM

17 I am in the unique position of having been a student of the UCDSB from kindergarten through grade 12, being a
professional in this community who works in many of our local schools, and now being a parent myself of a student at
Maynard Public School. Firstly, I think it is important to note that the closure of any schools is unfortunate, however
necessary it may be. Schools are vital institutions which create relationships between students and their communities,
and I trust that the UCDSB understands the negative impact that closures may have in rural areas. However, as a
parent I am striving to look at the benefits of the BFFPAR and have come to the following conclusions: -the
consolidation of and/or closure of schools ensure that students are being housed in facilities that are physically safe
and up to date (thus also hopefully reducing maintenance costs for the board) -consolidation and/or closure would
hopefully reduce board expenditures by eliminating the need to spend dollars on staff for schools that have very low
enrollment -consolidation and/or closure may assist with the reduction of the cost of bussing students to and from
school At the present time, students across the board are offered inconsistent opportunities for extra curriculars and
language programming. It would be my hope that consolidating schools, and housing students in facilities with a larger
student population could potentially see these opportunities being offered more consistently. For example, children
should not be denied the opportunity to participate in certain sports because of a small school population. Additionally,
at the present time french immersion programming is only offered at select schools which makes it incredibly difficult
for parents to access programming depending on where they live and which school they are comfortable with their
child attending. In short, although any job loses and residual negative community impact that the closure and/or
consolidation of schools would have is unfortunate. However, as I have said I feel that the UCDSB could use this
opportunity to improve the level of education being provided to its students. As a parent, I trust that you have the best
interests of the students in mind and I wish you the best of luck in your review.

10/19/2016 3:24 PM

18 I support consolodating the South Edwardsburg and Benson schools as the distance between the schools and the
existing bus routes would not greatly change the schedules for students moving from Benson to South Edwardsburg
PS. Secondly the facilty at Benson is not as accessible for all individuals as the South Edwardsburg school.

10/19/2016 2:04 PM

19 I am in favour of amalgamating South Ed and Benson. When my first child started in 2011 SE was a wonderful school.
Always buzzing with activity, music playing etc. I think more students there and the current principle could attract
former students (that left in previous yrs) to return, and the school could get close to capacity. If SE closes in the
future, I will rethink then where they will go to school. I'm not apposed to my kids going to Prescott to school, but if that
happens I will move them to the Catholic school board.

10/19/2016 12:09 PM

20 I support closing older higher maintenance school. School do need up keep and/or replacement. 10/19/2016 10:50 AM

21 I agree that partially empty schools are a drain on the government, however, if children were not able to cross
boundaries perhaps schools would be more at capacity. In small communities such as Cardinal and Johnstown, many
of the parents of the children attending these schools chose these communities soley based on the fact that there was
a school in the neighbourhood. I also feel that perhaps some of the children could be directed to Centennial vs.
Wellington. Why should children who live in Edwardsburgh/Cardinal go to Prescott for school....especially one that has
to build portables to accommodate students.

10/18/2016 7:13 PM

22 The closure of the only remaining elementary school in Augusta Township is troubling. I have concerns about the
duration of transportation for students in this area in K-6 grades; additionally the land that is attached to Maynard
provides far more outdoor space than that of other elementary schools in this FOS.

10/18/2016 6:18 PM

23 Bringing more students together at Wellington and adding students to south Grenville will make the French immersion
program at both sites better. There will be more students to allow for more choices for students. I believe that having
more students will also mean fewer split and triple grade classes which will benefit students. It will also allow for more
teacher collaboration since staffs will be bigger with more teachers with similar grades. More staff can also allow for
more specialized teacher who can provide music, pays Ed or other instruction. More extra curricular activities may be
possible because there are more staff to provide them so they don't feel drained because they feel like they should do
it all.

10/18/2016 5:57 PM
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24 I agree with putting Benson with South Edwardsburg P.S this would allow the two schools to have full grade classes,
instead of split classes. It would allow the two schools to remain rural, reduce the large travel time for Benson
students. Benson school is older and is mainly a seniors population with little services available to keep families over
the long term. There is a need to reduce, but not to put children in portables and increase the classroom sizes. Adding
the two schools will give all the children a better learning environment without forcing families to relocate.

10/18/2016 1:56 PM

25 Benson kids should go to South Ed, and leave it open. Don't rebuild Wellington. Spending money on rebuilding
schools defeats the purpose of closing schools to save money.

10/17/2016 10:18 AM

26 Seaway students going to South Grenville. The number of students is currently so low at South, so hard for the senior
students to get the credits they need and want.

10/14/2016 8:29 PM

27 I believe Benson is the larger school. Perhaps moving everyone into that school as it is still paid for (utilities etc.) by
the Cardinal plant, would make that a more economic decision.

10/14/2016 8:16 PM

28 The closure of Benson and South Edwardsburg Schools is a good move. Benson is full of old material and needs
major upgrades. The population does not warrant the cost of keeping it open. The population and location of South
Edwardsburg & Benson would be an easy move to Wellington in Prescott. However, the closure of Maynard Public
school is not favourable. Maynard is the core of the rural community north of Prescott and MTJB. It is a larger school
and can house more students than Wellington and cost to upgrade would more than likely be more cost efficient.
Overtime Upper Canada District School Board wants to make moves it seems Wellington is on the block for
expenditures and open arms to house feeder schools. Many parents rely also on MTJB and a move to Prescott more
than likely will put parents scrambling for before and after school care. There is more to moving students out or closing
Maynard than just upgrades and numbers.

10/14/2016 7:38 PM

29 #4 I support but the rest I don't. 10/14/2016 7:31 PM

30 I think south Edwards burg should be closed now, not later 10/14/2016 7:02 PM

31 I find some of these schools should be remained open due to children still growing that will be attending these schools.
I do not want my young children going to school and partially being raised in Prescott! Our school just recently added
a daycare and beautiful play equipment outside. I chose to live here so my kids could walk to school and enjoy the
country not the city!

10/14/2016 6:51 PM

32 It is great that we want to have schools with low numbers be consolidate but I find it is going to be hard for students to
be traveling on a bus for longer times. Earlier mornings and later nights are not healthy for students at any level. Also
to condense 4 schools into Wellington would only hurt some of the students with less one on one help and longer wait
lists for those who need help as there will be fewer teachers and support staff to assist them.

10/14/2016 5:19 PM

33 Closing Benson and having the kids go to another school is a great idea. Many parents don't want their kids going to
benson because of its bad reputation. However, busing very young children ie jk and sk to Prescott would entail a very
long bus ride for them I am so happy that the two high schools will merge. Two of ,y children were forced to attend
brockville schools.. Transportation at my expense ... Because there were too few kids to provide the advanced
academic classes they required to attend university

10/14/2016 4:59 PM

34 Closing benson is reasonable as well as maybe south ed. Combine centennial and Maynard. Send benson to
Wellington and or south ed. As for the high school taking kids from seaway is wrong. That to far of a boundary.

10/14/2016 4:21 PM

35 Agreeable to merging of benson and south ed 10/14/2016 4:15 PM
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Q21 If you indicated in Q3. that you do not
support the Draft Recommendations, please
use this space to help us understand what

could be done to improve the
recommendations.

Answered: 69 Skipped: 111

# Responses Date

1 I don't feel that having children in a larger classroom size (25-30) will actually help them get the appropriate learning
that is needed. I like the small classroom sizes and I find that my child gets the attention that is deserved and required.

2/8/2017 3:48 PM

2 There's such a huge desire from the draft recommendation to close Benson down without any further explanation.
There have been future enrollment 'guesses' that are totally unfounded. There's industry coming in 2017 with would
bring up to 200 jobs. With that comes spouses, with that comes children! Cardinal had plans for a new subdivision
which would accommodate some of these families which would greatly impact the growth of the community. These
plans have been put on hold because of the announcement of school closures. I would not move to a community
where my child could not go to school. This recommendation is not in the best interest of the children nor the
communities. This will, KILL our community if it goes through. My child excels at the school we go to now. The
teachers actually attend his hockey games if we play in an arena close to them. I get frequent calls on his progress or
just what's going on at school. This building for a future is a joke....who's future? My family or town certainly isn't going
to benefit from it and I'm not hear any more parents looking forward to this accommodation. Even the wording 'feeder
schools' they're already turning into numbers instead of individuals.

2/8/2017 3:47 PM

3 The schools that have access space in them now are doing their part in renting out their space. While it may not
represent pupil space to the Board, it is occupied space that brings revenue with it. Was this taken into account in the
Board's analysis? IF the proposal goes thru as recommended, whose problem does it become to relocate these
businesses? How will the loss of that revenue affect your bottom line? How accurate are the findings in the Board's
analysis. What criteria was considered in the analysis? Was the number of vacant pupil spots the only consideration?
I was at the public meeting last in in Prescott. It was implied that the Board's study was not near as throrough as each
school's presentation was. Many, many well-thought out alternative recommendations were presented last night. I
enrolled my young children in the Catholic Board when they started school, mainly because of the proximity of where
we lived. Then we moved to the Maynard community and I chose to take them out of that system to enroll them into
Maynard Public School, again because of proximity. They were now able to walk to school everyday. IF Maynard
School closes, I am fairly certain that most of that population will go to the Catholic Board where there is a beautiful
recently built school in Prescott. I know my child will choose that route for her children. How can the UCDSB expect to
continually compete with the Catholic Board by closing schools? This is the reason why the Catholic Board is growing
despite declining enrolment. I recommend that the Board considers all alternative recommendations and start over
with a new plan of attack. Or simply, leave things as they are.

2/8/2017 3:44 PM
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4 Email received: I am a parent of one (next year it will be two) of the students at Benson Public School. I am, like many
other parents and community members, very upset by your proposed closure of the school. When we were shopping
for a home it was important to my husband and I to find a town with a school in it. Not just a school, but a school with
small class sizes and a community behind it. When we found Cardinal and Benson I was thrilled with the life we
would build. I was excited that most of my child's friends and classmates would be a short walk away and that our child
would get the individual attention that kids, especially kindergarten kids, need. I attended Beverley Elementary School
in Delta before it was closed. It too had small class sizes and the support of the whole community. I had many
opportunities that I wouldn't have gotten going to a bigger school. Parent council was able to contribute and sometimes
even completely cover the costs of class trips. We were able to do school wide activities like dance classes and visits
to the local beach. Everyone knew everyone. I have never felt the same sense off inclusion as I did when I attended
the school. I know first hand the stress and worries that hearing of school closure can have on a kid. I spent weeks
worrying that I would be sent to a different school than all my friends because I lived close the boundary for Beverley
making me closer to Pineview than South Crosby where I knew my friends would be sent. Although it ended up getting
my wish and I was able to attend South Crosby that also meant I spent a full hour, occasionally more on the bus. I
made friends with kids who lived 30-45 minutes away that my mother wasn't able to accomadate driving me to their
house. I had to limit my after school activities because my mom wasn't able to come pick me up after hours. Closing
Benson would affect almost all of their students the same way that closing Beverley affected me. On top that I am
especially upset that not only do you plan to transfer them to another school with the closure but you plan to move
them again a year or two after that once Wellington has had the work needed. This will mean my child will have to start
over not once but TWICE by the time my child is in grade 3. This isn't fair to my child or any other students in our
school. It's not fair to families who will have to adjust to the change. I'm sure you're aware that change is difficult for
children and expecting them to be bounced around until you can create your "super school" is jeopardizing the
education of these kids. My husband and I are seriously considering switching to the Catholic School system so that
our kids can be educated in a stable environment with less unknowns. I'm sure that we aren't the only parents
considering this. This isn't going to help with your decreased enrollment. Closing Benson may fix your financial issues
but it will cause so many more issues for the students and families who call Benson their home. It's not just a school
but an essential part of our community. Don't take away our dream of living a small town life. Young families will not
choose to make Cardinal their home without a school here to educate their children. You wont just be closing a school
but ruining a town.

2/8/2017 3:43 PM

5 I do not agree with the recommendations from the draft. My child goes to Benson public school. I went to Benson my
child childhood from jk-8. They were the best years of my childhood. I grew up in cardinal, and now my husband and I
have a home in cardinal and are raising our child here. Everything were looking for in a community is here. My
husband works in the city and commutes every day for work there. We could live there and save money, but the
community and school we live in is what we would choose over anything else. When the draft came out, we visited
these other schools that they suggested they send our child to instead and I was not impressed. The Johnstown
school was raining out of the light fixtures when we toured the facility and looked around, and it was classrooms and
halls. It was a very small school that will not hold two schools worth of children plus the large day care. We then
visited Wellington where they would like to send our child later. The principal was extremely unwelcoming, we visited
in his office and left. I have no idea what the school even looks like because he would not do a tour because staff
were doing their jobs. If they go ahead with closure of Benson ( which is an amazingly nice school inside ) we will take
our child out of the ucdsb and find a different board. We will also probably leave our community because the school is
the reason we live here.

2/8/2017 3:39 PM

6 My children attend Maynard School and love it there. It is in a nice rural setting, with caring and dedicated teachers. I
am not happy with the idea if closing a rural school with a large playground and haveing my children move to a
location where there is no possibility of a playground. There bus ride would be way to long. I have a special needs
child who I fear will get lost in a bigger school. All the teachers at Maynard are kind and compassionate and know my
child. A new school means new faces, new routines a longer bus ride and no playground...all these things lead to
disaster for my child. Please keep our schools rural and allow Maynard to remain open. A small family school is best!!!

2/2/2017 6:25 PM
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7 My feelings regarding the closing of Maynard Public School. As a parent I am accustomed to hearing societies
ceaseless grumbling and griping about ‘our’ children. The denunciation of discipline and parenting practices commonly
coincide with open malcontent of millennials, teens and toddlers. Disparage, discuss or debate but for any apparent
generational gap in gratitude, the absence of awareness of others, the increased inference of entitlement and the
lacking even lapse of accountability and appreciation we, as a culture and community must pardon parents and accept
‘our ‘ reasonable responsibility. Whatever the reason or retort there is an irrefutable disconnect between self and
society with a decreased want to see and an increased inability to see relevance in anything we feel does not directly
relate to ourselves. We have become a society succumb to speed, acquaintanceships are acquired yet relationships
rare, our lives typically transient rather than rooted, we re-replace rather than repair and we would rather rebuild than
renovate. The proposed school closures within the Upper Canada School District unequivocally undermines all which
the UCSD board and its parenting community have aspired in its youth to instill. The courage to speak and advocate
for what it is you believe in, the understanding that every voice holds validity and value. That not all we strive for will
come easily but with dedication and determination we will be rewarded with success. That although success may
measure and be defined differently for all it is to be celebrated with the equal applaud. Creating futures cannot imply
exclusively that of classroom studies while excluding schools and their subsequent communities. Futures must be
created carefully recognizing and respecting the value of all footprints past. When daunted by hard work we do not
balk and abandon the effort instead we encourage attainable goals promoting the quality of perseverance. What
parents of Maynard Public School are not disputing is that numbers may be waning and our buildings worn needing
work. What parents are pleading for is the opportunity to embrace this teaching moment that when hard work is
warranted we do not waver and that ‘new’ does not equate to better. Amidst lessons taught we ask you to teach our
past is not disposable allowing instead our children’s futures to be one built upon rather than one re-built.

1/30/2017 11:55 PM

8 Maynard needs repairs. It does not need its doors to close! French immersion is a must. Modifications to the current
building could easily provide both an upgrade as well as a reduction of spaces. It is the only school left in augusta
township and has a beautiful huge green space!! Give maynard immersion and bus some of the Wellington students to
maynard to balance space!!

1/29/2017 8:50 PM

9 Maintaining a school in the rural community such as Maynard and expanding it to accomadate 1/27/2017 10:19 AM

10 I think this is ridiculous that you would want children on buses, children that have never been on a bus, for extended
periods of time... From Iroquois to Prescott, From Cardinal to Johnstown.. Then you will put all these kids in portables.
Absolutely Pathetic!!! I cannot believe that this would even be considered. Why NOT Put this whole mess on HOLD
and wait and see how much the MINISTRY is actually going to give RURAL ONTARIO for all these rebuilds The
Children deserve to be happy and closing schools and uprooting kids is just going to cause more anxiety and mental
illness in these kids.

1/23/2017 2:36 PM

11 As a community member I feel that more time is needed to understand the dynamics of each of the schools that are
affected by the draft recommendations. More time should be provided to ensure that the schools listed for closure are
in fact the correct schools. Before any schools are closed and consolidated the Board must ensure that portables will
not be the future classrooms of the students. Take the time to ensure the money will be delivered by the Province
before any rural school is closed. Look at each community to ensure that the students are not being cheated out of
something that they already have! Consider the health both mental and physical of the students and ensure that
schools are located to areas of growth and areas that recreation facilities are available. Facilities that students can
walk to! Do not add more buses to the roads! The roads are busy enough and the transports between Prescott and
Cardinal will continue to multiply with the industrial build up in the Johnstown area! Do we really want more traffic
along the number 2 and do we really want our children put at risk everyday because they have to be bussed from their
current school to a location further east? We live in Canada 6 snow days already this year! Closing these rural school
will ensure that children's quality of education will be jeopardized due to more kids on buses and fewer children who
are able to walk to school! More consideration should be given to downsizing the Upper Canada District School Board
instead of closing schools!

1/23/2017 2:26 PM
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12 Much has been said since the PAR was implemented about giving our children better programs in schools through
these consolidations! Do you know that our Parent Council has and continues to provide programs to ALL OUR
STUDENTS AT BENSON. Did you know that through Parent Council fundraising, our students have a Scientist in the
classroom? Did you know that our students have a 10 week Art Program with a professional Artist? Just to name a
few! Our Parent Council is committed to raising funds to provide programs that are not available to our school
otherwise. The best part of this however, each and every student gets to participate! The programs are built to ensure
that each grade level is taught no matter what their abilities are! Parent Council in addition raises funds to provide the
students with field trips that again are geared for each grade level but that all students can participate in. Our school is
in walking distance to all of our recreation and community facilities so Parent Council does not have to spend money
on busing to get our students to the community centre, the local library, the food bank etc. In any given year Benson
Parent Council raises between $4,000 and $6,000, to provide the students programs, sports equipment, reading
programs, math programs etc, that are not funded through the Board! With the support of our volunteers and our
active student council and most importantly the dedication of the teachers and administration at Benson, the students
at Benson are being given opportunities that we feel they would not receive in other schools. Benson Public School
has volunteers that are dedicated in helping to provide and support students and staff at the school. With these
volunteers, a reading program has been set in place by staff to help students improve their reading skills, these
volunteers provide extra help in classrooms when needed, these volunteers provide the students opportunities that
they may not otherwise get by dedicating their time to walk with the children and staff to the arena, helping with
skates, helping the children learn to skate, providing hot breakfast to all children on a weekly basis. Through the
volunteers at he school the children see them and recognize them in our community! As a result...we see these
children ask questions, ask if they can help out at church, at the food bank etc. Through these volunteers the children
get to become part of the community in which they live and the volunteers get to be part of the Benson Bears family!

1/23/2017 2:12 PM

13 Consolidate classrooms allow local children in smaller school the same opportunities that other children have by
attending their local school. Solicit local organizations and public for additional monies to support school

1/18/2017 11:23 PM

14 it is absolutely ridiculous to think you can close that many schools and it not have an impact on our children's
education. alot of children will spend ridiculous amounts of time on busses, and as per your draft recommendations as
to where you want to bus them, most of them are in direct violation of the Ministry of Education guidelines for bussing.
it is a maximum of 20kms for high schools, and 10kms for elementary schools. children travelling from cardinal would
be taking a 15km ride to school. and sending the high school students from Iroquois makes them take a 27km ride to
Prescott, and thats only half of them. the other half have 39 km trek to chesterville. almost DOUBLE the Ministry
guidelines. Benson is a WONDERFUL school that got a bad reputation in the boundary 2020. The teachers are
amazing, the kids are awesome! it would be a travesty to close this school. Not to mention the amount of development
that is going into the community. and the amount of support that the school recieves from its community. quit
attacking our rural schools, and figure out why the money the ministry apparently gave out was spent on mostly new
schools in the greater Toronto area, instead of being put towards rejuvenating our current schools. Its a shame our
children have to suffer for your mistakes.

1/16/2017 11:29 PM

15 Keep Benson open.. doesn't have to be that building find a different one asbestos free. I looked into porter packs... for
such a small school anyways it's not a bad idea to get a couple rent or buy doesn't matter it keeps the school open
during renos or looking for another building to use. What happens to leftover budgeted money?? Ie the funds that
where leftover from the roof repair? I have children enrolled at Benson. Really want to see it stay open however the
cards have to be dealt.

1/10/2017 1:29 PM

16 Don't take schools out of communities. Children suffer with longer school days, and more travel time on already busy
roads. Parents without cars suffer with no routes home for sick kids. Communities suffer as schools are a pillar. Don't
undervalue community life. Use the surplus space within schools to rent for other programming, continuuing education,
library space, early years, clinical space.

1/10/2017 10:50 AM

17 Do not support moving children from Benson to Johnstown and then closing Johnstown. If you move the children to
Johnstown keep it open long term. Obviously there are reasons why the recommendation was made to keep SEPS
open-build on this strength instead of using it as a delay in the process. Why are rural schools looked at negatively?
They are great assets to the board and something that the separate boards are not able to offer. Once the schools are
closed and sold you cannot go back again. This will have a long term and drastic impact. The families that are being
impacted are now seriously looking at switching to the separate school board-taking their money with them.

1/6/2017 10:45 AM

18 Take Benson off the list of closure. Keep the Seaway DHS students in their own township. The bus rides will be just
too far to South Grenville.

12/23/2016 8:40 AM

19 The boundaries should be enforced. This would drastically change the numbers as of today. The numbers that have
been provided do not seem realistic as there are huge positive economic changes coming to the community. There is
no guarantee of funding for upgrades, renovations or new schools. Seems like we would be putting children in a bad
situation based on empty promises. There is no business plan on their end to fulfill what they are proposing. The
accommodation may need to be done in the future, but the lack of planning as of now shows they are not prepared.

12/23/2016 6:27 AM
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20 Rural Schools Matter in all Communities, when you remove a school from a community you are taking away
everything. Now is the time that the UCDSB and all school boards in Ontario to work together and help find a solution
for the unused spaces and the overcrowded spaces. and use some of the excess spaces to bring French, Catholic
and Public students together and bring boundaries back. GET RID OF PORTABLES AT ALL SCHOOLS SO ALL
KIDS FEEL THEY ARE A Part of a the school instead of building new schools. I cannot speak for all but I do know that
the school that slated for closure is in far better condition than many. This is ridiculous... Every school can offer French
Immersion and Every School should be able to offer RELIGION!! This is ridiculous that the SCHOOL BOARDS are
trying to pit school against school and wanting the parents and community members to do their jobs... UTTERLY
DISGUSTED!! The other fact is why would you even consider putting all these kids on buses only to house them into
portables. Also why close a school that has receives their HEAT at no Cost to the Board I feel that there has not been
a whole lot of thought into this decision and it certainly needs to be addressed

12/23/2016 6:09 AM

21 We have over 320 new jobs opening in the JOHNSTOWN INDUSTRIAL PARK within the next three years.....(GIANT
TIGER= 300+-; KINGS LOCK DISTILLERY & WINDMILL BREWERY=10; JONES RAIL SERVICES =10). These job
openings will bring new young families to the Cardinal/Johnstown area where there are over 50 new home building
lots available for immediate sale & development, all within walking distance of the schools. Additionally existing home
prices in Johnstown and Cardinal are the lowest in the area which will further serve to attract young families to settle
in these villages, IF WE CAN MAINTAIN our existing schools..We need a five year moratorium on school closures to
enable us to attract and retain new children into BENSON & SOUTH EDWARDSBURGH schools thus improving the
occupancy rate at both locations...

12/7/2016 10:57 AM

22 Benson receives free heat Benson receives funds from Ingredion Benson has an active volunteer group Benson
receives money and equipment from other sources Consider moving Edwardsburg to Cardinal I am R.C and pay
public school taxes I will encourage if Benson closed every tax payer to change their tax designation

12/7/2016 10:56 AM

23 With all the taxes that are collected there is no reason to close any schools. Do not close any schools. My reason is if
you look around shopping stores there are lost of little children 2,3,4 yr olds. aso a lot of single mothers with 3 or 4
children. It won't be long till all those spaces will be full. I could go on and on. Please don't close any schools.

12/7/2016 10:55 AM

24 My family lives in Cardinal. When we moved here we had plans to make this our forever home. Since that time I have
seen the closure of a bank, retail store, restaurants and grocery store. Due to these closures life here is made more
difficult, having to Travel for basic necessities. This being said, my husband and I still love this town. It's your typical
small town where everyone knows everyone. This fact is incredibly important when raising children, especially when
one has special needs. Our child does not cope well with new situations, places, people or sounds and cannot tolerate
a .5-1hr/ each way bus ride. Barely tolerates the 10 minutes now. Closure of Benson for my family would be
devastating. We would have to move. I could not force out child to bus. Then once moved would face a new school,
teachers, students, noises etc. Even a new home. Just suppose for a moment that our child went to South
Edwardsburg PS next fall. We would have to deal with all of the afore mentioned stresses, only to face them again in
the future when it too is closed. I know my family is just one family. A drop in the budgetary drama of this whole thing.
I'm asking you, to please consider what these decisions mean in the lives of the families who use these schools. To
the towns themselves for that matter. Cardinal will not survive a school closure. It will not attract new young families to
keep it going. Real estate prices will plummet. I personally plead with you on my child's behalf. As well as the towns.
Even my own behalf as I own property here. There are towns on the closure list that would survive with no school.
Cardinal is not one of them.

12/5/2016 9:34 AM

25 Have attended the meeting at the high school in Prescott. A lot of comments were put forth. None were addressed to
the cost of keeping the schools open. 1/ Ministry will close 600 schools in Ontario whether we like it or not. 2/ 600
times the loss of 10 to 12 position's per school >Average< 3/ Major savings of Repairs, Heating, Electricity, Salaries.
4/ Will cost more for Busing. 5/ No one has taken in what all Unions will do to stop this. 6/ All other political parties will
try and stop it is all about dollars and cents. 7/ There are 76 school boards that I can see. There is a lot of Money in
these boards that could be saved if they would get together and bring all students in the area to a central school. It
doesn't matter what Religion or Language. The Educators are Movable at lower cost. Instead building schools for each
group. The students will be working with and for all ethnic groups when they are in the workforce or whatever
profession they choose in the world. 8/ In the future when the student population settles down and building's are
beyond economical repair Build a school that house all denominations' under one roof. 9/ In the near future most
students will be doing schooling from computers and Skype at home or wherever and they will be tracked during class
for progress. 10/ I have seen buses with 2 and 3 students go for 20 km and another bus behind it with the same
amount of students going to the same destination only from a different school. People think that students will get
contaminated if they associate with a different Religious group >SAD< I'm sure you will pit this in the round file. I
respond as I see fit.

12/1/2016 2:21 PM

26 Common sense Don't listen to out Premier She is out to Lunch 12/1/2016 2:01 PM

27 simple. do not close south ed 11/25/2016 9:05 AM
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28 Email Received: As a parent of a child affected by the recent decision to close rural schools as set out in the Building
for the Future Pupil Accommodation Review, and the Board's approval to begin the review at the September 28th
Board Meeting I have a question! I would like to ask you, as the Chair of the Board and all the Trustees, when and if
you have scheduled a bus trip to visit each of the 29 schools listed on the closure list and, the communities in which
the schools are located. If you have not done your due diligence as Elected Trustees, in scheduling these visits I would
as a constituent, parent and community member encourage you to do so. Taking the time to travel on a school bus
from school to school and community to community would give each of you a better idea of the distance our children
would potentially be travelling each day to school, based on the recommendations set out in the staff report. A tour of
each school that has been recommended for closure and the communities in which they are home to would also
enable each trustee to understand the dynamics of the communities the school buildings and the atmosphere of the
students and the pride they have in "their" school. The bus trip and tour may also give each Trustee time to ask their
own questions and be open minded to the concerns of each community. As elected members - and many of you
parents - I am sure you would want to ensure you are making an informed decision when it comes to the future of our
most vulnerable our children! Decision making is easy when decisions are made from pages of a report. Decision
making is most effective when you take the time to represent the constituents you committed to- representing and by
doing that means taking the time to travel, to observe and to ask new questions. Is is very sad to think that we as a
society have put the almighty dollar ahead of what is really important, Our Children’s Education. Everything comes
down to dollars and cents - schools are no longer based on education. Schools are now looked at as money pits and
when no money is put into them you cannot expect them to stay strong! These children are our future doctors,
lawyers, educators, Prime Ministers and yes, our school board trustees. In closing: Instead of closing schools it is time
to stand up and think outside the box, demand the province come up with a better system of funding education. Please
take MPP Steve Clark up on his offer to take it to the provincial legislature. This is only the beginning -- If we allow
rural schools to be closed down we are setting ourselves up for no public school system. Is that what we really want?
Schools were built to educate our children! It is time for you to set the example show our children their education
matters and so do they!

11/25/2016 9:03 AM

29 I would like to see some rural elementary schools remain open rather than all the rural families be forced to bus their
children into Prescott to attend school. South Edwardsburg PS and Maynard PS have large daycares and we need to
keep these daycare spaces open. If one large school was to exist daycare space must be taken into consideration.

11/25/2016 9:01 AM

30 Could it not be possible to police the boundaries a little more strictly, ensuring current schools maintain enrollment and
preventing other schools from becoming overloaded.

11/20/2016 9:21 PM

31 Benson is the only school Cardinal and is a huge part of my step family. Should Benson close my cousins would be
devasted and feel like a part of their family has been taken away from them. Please keep Benson open.

11/16/2016 9:05 AM

32 Benson I was a fomral student. It a part of my family and part of the communite Benson had a great resourse room It
help me a lot.

11/16/2016 9:03 AM

33 I prefer no schools be closed, but if that is not an option I fail to see why the urgency to move Benson PS students to
South Ed then again to Wellington. If a move is necessary make the move once. Perhaps putting the grades 7/8 back
into the public schools would be a better choice. Busing small children long distances should not be an option. The
school day is already too long for 4 & 5 year olds without adding a lengthy bus ride. I worry that many will fall asleep
on the bus and miss their stop putting extra stress and responsibility on the drivers. From what I've read and
understand it seems the board has already made up their minds and this process is a bit of a farce. I sincerely hope
this is not true and the board listens to the people who ultimately pay their salaries. The trustees (whom we voted into
their positions) need to speak up and not allow the board to silence them and tell them what they are allowed to say!!
The board also needs to allow the public to voice their concerns at meetings without being censored!!

11/15/2016 8:13 PM

34 I enjoy my school. I don't see where it needs updates. I like being outside with so much space to run and play! We
have play structures, soccer fields, a garden to sit in. I like being in the country - I'll have to go to town soon enough
and don't want to have to go any sooner. Please don't close my school and potentially separate me from my friends
and cause me to be crammed into a small space with no green grass and fresh air - just cars/trucks, asphalt and
concrete. That's not a place to explore and grow. My bus ride now is 45 minutes if you send me further it could be
1.5hrs if you take into account that I'm only 8 km from Maynard and it's another 8 km from there to Prescott. I'm tired
out from getting up early to get ready and catch the bus now.

11/13/2016 12:15 PM

35 You are FORCING urban migration. I want my children to be able to grow up in the country and not have to spend
almost an hour on a bus both ways to attend school. I understand the problems associated with provincial
downloading and the lack of funding surrounding it but you cannot take away these childrens' rights to not have to be
urbanized from such a young age. It's disgusting.

11/8/2016 3:31 PM

36 There is no real plan proposed in regards to what will happen to teir 3 schools if we do not get approved for funding,
length of bus rides, effect on communities, not to mention where in the world we would accommodate that many
students. Maynard grounds is the largest most central site to all surrounding schools at risk of closure. It only makes
seance to rebuild there. Even behind the existing building and accommodate the children from benson and south Ed
at Maynard while rebuild is happening.

11/7/2016 4:57 PM
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37 Closing these schools is a disaster for our communities. Larger employers won't locate here. People won't want to buy
houses here. Less people in the community means higher taxes for services.

11/3/2016 7:26 PM

38 Benson public school is absolutely a great school that should remain open. The children who attend this school rely on
the smaller class rooms to excel in their learning. I have children who would not be successful in a larger school. My
one child has a hard time learning in busy environments and loud environments. Moving to a large school would be a
set up for failure. My other child has medical issues, that in a larger school would go unnoticed, not to mention how do
you control triggers with that many more children around. Needless to say, my children and myself rely on our small
school and community. The closure of benson would greatly reduce the population of our already little town let alone
children with health issues and learning issues just wouldn't suffice. Please consider the children this will affect rather
than the pockets of the school board. Our children are number one and we need to be sure their needs come above
all.

10/31/2016 2:50 PM

39 Maynard is a good school. Don't change what's not broken. 10/29/2016 4:15 PM

40 I do not support recommendation #3. I do not feel that Maynard P.S. Should be closed. 10/29/2016 12:24 PM

41 I feel that not all costing has been considered when building new schools. Inevitably costs for new buildings are
underestimated by up to 75%. Do I feel that any costing should include a buffer of 50-75% greater costs than
anticipated. With this in mind I feel that utilizing the best schools that are already In use and do the necessary repairs.
I feel that these costs will be less than building new. It will also prevent large groups of students being lumped into
greater class sizes

10/28/2016 8:30 PM

42 I don't support them because students would have a much longer bus ride which I feel the bus ride at this time is
pushing the length of time a child should be on the bus. I myself chose to live In a rural setting and would prefer to
send my child to a rural school if I had wanted them to go to a school in a town I would have moved into town. I feel
that green grass and fresh with room to move and play is beneficial to children rather than concrete and traffic.

10/28/2016 4:43 PM

43 Get rid of some of the high paying jobs at the board office. 175 people on last years sunshine list is beyond excessive.
The enrolment continues to drop, the reason for the review, yet no one at the board loses their job and in fact it
appears new jobs have been added. In this day and age that is wasteful and unacceptable.

10/25/2016 5:49 PM

44 Why not look at Benson as an option for expansion......the school is large enough to house overflow students from
other areas. The school does have subsidy from Canada Starch/Ingredion for heating and or lighting I believe. The
school has been one of the few steady draws that our town has for future families to move to the area. We in the town
encourage families to live in rural areas, to know their neighbours and have a safe environment for their children to
grow up in The removal of the school will impact many who have moved here, many who have invested in our
community to be able to provide affordable housing for families.

10/25/2016 4:16 PM

45 While the re-build is happening at Wellington, where will the children be?! Will it be during the summer? How can you
ensure that my child's needs will still be met while accommodating new students?

10/24/2016 10:38 PM

46 Close South Edwardsburgh Public School to consolidate students to Benson Public School. Benson is much larger of
a building to accommodate more students over time, and also with their utilities already paid for through their
agreement with Casco. It would be stupid to close a school with this type of cost savings options to bus students to a
smaller school with less square footage of property, that pays its full utilities bills.

10/23/2016 8:52 PM

47 The fact that you have no idea how many students you will be losing to another board and trust me you will, because if
they have to take buses anyways why stay with a board which seems to have mismanaged itself enough to get to this
point.

10/23/2016 6:13 PM

48 Shoving kids into oversized classrooms are not the answer. Wellington is already using portable classrooms 10/23/2016 5:58 PM
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49 Email received: As a parent of a child affected by the recent decision to close rural schools as set out in the Building
for the Future Pupil Accommodation Review, and the Board's approval to begin the review at the September 28th
Board Meeting I have a question! I would like to ask you, as the Chair of the Board and all the Trustees, when and if
you have scheduled a bus trip to visit each of the 29 schools listed on the closure list and, the communities in which
the schools are located. If you have not done your due diligence as Elected Trustees, in scheduling these visits I would
as a constituent, parent and community member encourage you to do so. Taking the time to travel on a school bus
from school to school and community to community would give each of you a better idea of the distance our children
would potentially be travelling each day to school, based on the recommendations set out in the staff report. A tour of
each school that has been recommended for closure and the communities in which they are home to would also
enable each trustee to understand the dynamics of the communities the school buildings and the atmosphere of the
students and the pride they have in "their" school. The bus trip and tour may also give each Trustee time to ask their
own questions and be open minded to the concerns of each community. As elected members - and many of you
parents - I am sure you would want to ensure you are making an informed decision when it comes to the future of our
most vulnerable our children! Decision making is easy when decisions are made from pages of a report. Decision
making is most effective when you take the time to represent the constituents you committed to- representing and by
doing that means taking the time to travel, to observe and to ask new questions. Is is very sad to think that we as a
society have put the almighty dollar ahead of what is really important, Our Children’s Education. Everything comes
down to dollars and cents - schools are no longer based on education. Schools are now looked at as money pits and
when no money is put into them you cannot expect them to stay strong! These children are our future doctors,
lawyers, educators, Prime Ministers and yes, our school board trustees. In closing: Instead of closing schools it is time
to stand up and think outside the box, demand the province come up with a better system of funding education. Please
take MPP Steve Clark up on his offer to take it to the provincial legislature. This is only the beginning -- If we allow
rural schools to be closed down we are setting ourselves up for no public school system. Is that what we really want?
Schools were built to educate our children! It is time for you to set the example show our children their education
matters and so do they!

10/19/2016 2:30 PM

50 I do not support the future closing of Maynard or South Edwardsburg schools as we moved to this area specifically so
that our children could attend rural schools with moderate class sizes and short bus rides. Our current daycare facility
is located within the Maynard school and our choice to send our children there is based on future planning for
kindergarten attendance to be at that school. Was the use of the space for daycare facilities considered in the facilities
overall current usage numbers and/or the future planning for the new Wellington school? The costs to rebuild an entire
larger Wellington school to accomodate these closed schools will far exceed the costs to renovate or upgrade the
infrastructure at the current Maynard and South Edwardsburg buildings. Consulting fees alone for a new building
would far exceed the costs for some of the major improvements that are likely earmarked for these schools. Does the
school board not have the staff with the knowledge to make the annual decisions for capital improvements? Otherwise
how have the buildings been left in such a state that immanent closure is the best alternative?

10/19/2016 2:04 PM

51 I do not support the closure of all rural school for urbanization of school. Build large new school can be just as much
as a resource drain of fund as smaller rural schools. Bigger does not always mean better or cost effective. As for a
bandage solution of portables well If I have to choose between having my children bused to a school with portables or
change school boards, Like many parents have I would choose to change school boards. One of the many reason
enrollment has drop in your school board and will continue to drop until there is no more public schools.

10/19/2016 10:50 AM

52 Remove South Edwardsburg from the draft of closures. With approx 300 new employment opportunities (Giant Tiger
Warehouse) this will immediately increase the population of our school. The school just replaced its roof,decreasing its
infrastructure cost for years to come. Please do not include our school in the closures.

10/18/2016 4:56 PM

53 I don't believe it's a good idea to close Maynard Public School as it's central to students from Prescott, Maitland
boundaries, North Augusta and students living north of Roebuck.

10/18/2016 4:50 PM

54 Leave our little school alone. We moved here because of the positive things we heard about South Edwardsburg
Public School. We will be moving if there is a closure. I can't say enough positive things about the inclusion, supports
and close relationship between the school and our community. It is the backbone of Johnstown period.

10/18/2016 4:17 PM

55 I don't feel at this time smaller community schools can be closed just because of lack of enrollment as this changes
every year. With the opening of the Giant Tiger facility in Johnstown I think you will see many young families
relocating to the area for jobs which will fill the schools in this area. I would think that the municipalities would like to
have schools in their communities to bring families into their locations I don't think making "bigger" schools is
necessary. The social issues that are currently in the education system is hard enough to deal within the smaller
locations what will happen when these schools are amalgamated? What will happen is that many students will not be
heard, acknowledged, accepted etc. which will lead to more mental health issues, more bullying, more suicides etc.
Can we afford to have this happen to our children, our future. The only way to improve these recommendations is to
not follow through with them at this time.

10/18/2016 4:08 PM
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56 Closure of South Edwardsbug PS. this school is the heart of a family-focused community that is currently in the
process of growing through various economic development opportunities. To close this school would be short sighted
and certainly go against the efforts of both the Town of Prescott and Edwardsburg/Cardinal Township to boost the
areas overall growth. The school has a very active parent council as well as offers room to take additional children.
Through regular maintenance this school could actually reduce the need to do expensive renovations to Wellington.
There is a need to have English only schools-the board needs to support families right to have a choice. The school
board needs to recognize that not everyone wants French Immersion programming & the quality of teaching in French
needs to improve before families are required to move in that direction. English Teachers attempting to teach in a
second language is not quality French Immersion. Also, children who are in the English Stream at a French Immersion
feel like they are lower level students-this creates even larger issues. Families are taking their children out of French
Immersion schools because they because of feeling like a lower tiered system. Recognize rural schools as a strength
and niche, not as a weakness! Allow Teachers do get to know their students by keeping classroom limits small, don't
force children to learn in a portable (poor learning environment).

10/18/2016 1:56 PM

57 Our students would have to move twice. The timing is too fast. No high school between Cornwall and Prescott is
unacceptable.

10/17/2016 3:09 PM

58 I believe a more detailed look at the schools, their communities and more time for consideration could be done. I
believe that there are ways to utilize the surplus space. I also believe that there are ways for community partners and
community members to help reduce some of the upgrades and repairs that some of these schools may need. I feel
that if the Board of Trustees want to make the best, most informed decisions about these draft recommendation, they
need to allow everyone to brainstorm and be prepared to be open-minded and willing to let the communities that these
recommendations affect, help come up with a solution. Over the years poor money management (not putting money
into these schools) and poor decision making (dissolving boundaries) have created these problems.

10/17/2016 1:25 PM

59 Benson public school is important to our community. It teaches our childen things that cannot be taught elsewhere.
Schools like Benson need to remain open. Not only for their uniqueness in what they offer, but in regards to what
small schools do for the children in them. Benson public school has helped my child who would not do well in a
classroom with more kids. Some kids need rural community's. Should the plans to close Benson public school
continue I would be willing amongst others to protest the closure of our small schools. These schools keep our
communities alive and the pollution low. If we close Benson the kids will have to be bused. Buses need gas. Buses
need funding. Buses require more time to be taken out of the school day, and put into being crammed in a bus for
whoever knows how long. I understand its better for the class numbers, but this is not best for our children, and if you
cannot offer better I'll be looking to enroll my children into catholic schools.

10/17/2016 1:11 PM

60 I do not support closing BENSON Public School.. The School is the heart and soul of our community, Our heat is paid
for by Cardinal Power and Ingredion supports our school in every aspect. I feel that this school is large enough to
house at least 400 students.. WHY DO SUPER SCHOOLS OR PORTABLES NEED TO BE BUILT... Invest wisely and
fix this school and utilize to it maximum capacity. We have several opportunities in our community for our kids to
participate in, with in walking distance, ie 6 million dollar rink, a pool, library, churches that invite us for meals,
Cenotaphs, Fire dept, post office, local restaurants... Take a tour of schools before threating... CLOSE YOUR
BOUNDARIES AGAIN and USE YOUR HEADS... Closing RURAL SChools is only going to create more DROP
OUTS, More Bullying, More Suicides... YOU FIGURE IT OUT OUR KIDS OUR NUMBER 1 but the UCDSB is all
about the ALMIGHTY DOLLAR

10/17/2016 12:36 PM

61 Closure of Benson could result in overcrowding at South Edwardsburg. 10/16/2016 12:31 AM

62 The students in these small rural schools benefit from the small class sizes and low teacher-student ration. They are
growing and flourishing because teachers are able to better personalize their teachings due to the smaller class sizes.
Many of these children come from low income families and/or families dealing with various issues that affect their
child's mental health and well-being. The teachers/admin in these schools have gone above and beyond to ensure that
each student and each family is treated with the utmost respect and offered the services they need (under the
circumstances) and individualized their learning. By forcing these students and families to attend a different, larger,
unknown school away from their home community, I am afraid these students will fall through the cracks as the
personalization of care and education would no longer be possible. Many of them are still developing self-regulation
and coping skills. Uprooting them will not be good for these students in the long run. Please think about what is best
for all of our students and not what is best for the board's pocketbook. These children are our future and they deserve
to be treated as such and not as a $ sign.

10/15/2016 9:12 AM

63 Busing young children to far away schools is just wrong and not good for their well being. Schools are an important
part of a thriving community. Putting children in larger schools only lets more kids fall through the cracks. Top heavy
administration should be cut first before any kids or schools are affected.

10/14/2016 9:39 PM

64 I don't approve of my child being bussed into a town. I chose to live in a rural setting where my child could go to a
school that was outside of town. Where there was green grass and lots of fresh air, space to move and run. Not a
place full of traffic (noise/air pollution), asphalt and concrete. As it is now my child still is on the bus for an hour to get
to a school that is 8 minutes from our home - I can only imagine the length of ride to get to town.

10/14/2016 9:26 PM
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65 The Ontario Government has announced that they will provide more daycare spaces for children (more than likely in
empty schools) Why not expand on this and ask for grants to cover numbers in Maynard.

10/14/2016 7:38 PM

66 I think that closing Benson Public School is the wrong decision. Benson has support from Ingredion that allows them
to provide other activities to the students that wouldn't be provided at another school. I think with the size of Benson
and South Edwardsburgh it would make sense to move all students to Benson which is a 3 story building in which only
1 floor is being used so could accommodate South Edwardsburgh students without any issues. I believe the size of
South Edwardsburgh does not sit well with adding more students too it. So I believe that the more suitable ideal is to
move all students to Benson Public where there is more room

10/14/2016 4:49 PM

67 Stop closing so much and re building. Transportation cost are going to get crazy if you start hauling kids long distance. 10/14/2016 4:21 PM

68 Closing of south and ed and Maynard for a rebuild in Prescott as busing times will increase for young children 10/14/2016 4:15 PM

69 I don't feel that it is fair to close Maynard public school and have my children go to Prescott. It is a long bus ride, my
kids are used to their surroundings and friends. It is not fair for my kindergarten kids to have to adjust to going to a new
school all over again. That can cause anxiety for them and all children of the school. I pay taxes to Augusta township
for a reason and that is to support the only school in Augusta.

10/14/2016 4:10 PM
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Q22 If you indicated in Q3. that you have an
alternative to the Draft Recommendations,

please use this space to describe your
alternative(s) in greater detail.

Answered: 28 Skipped: 152

# Responses Date

1 I think an amazing opportunity for Benson public school would be a status quo option. Where you give Benson 5 years
to get enrollment up, and try and get funding for upgrades. Then review at 5 years. Give the community a chance to
expand and change and help before closing something so quickly that the community needs.

2/8/2017 3:39 PM

2 The location of Maynard is stunning with large landscaped fields, a ball diamond, tennis courts and ample parking. I
feel if schools must consolidate this location would be much better suited for a new school or , do the renovations to
Maynard needed as if you consider the daycare children the school is in fact running at full capacity. This school is a
community cornerstone not just to those who reside in the Maynard area but also to the many who work in Prescott
and utilize the school daycare. The draw for most being the open setting where the children have endless room to run
and play safe from cars/traffic and other city disruptions. I recently moved TO MAYNARD specifically for the quiet
country environment in which my child would be able to live and attend school. My child has exceptionalities with
regards to learning and has blossomed at Maynard due to staff but also the country environment in which the school
is set. My child does not do well in crowds or where there is noise/distractions yet at Maynard is thriving. For children
like my child returning to a larger, city school would be a detrimental change of environment ... ironically one which I
just chose to give by changing cities, homes, jobs and lifestyle to be able to give the greatest success as a whole
person with a whole learning experience.

1/30/2017 11:55 PM

3 Porter packs are about 10,000 - 100000 depending on size rental or out right buying.. affordable when the comparison
is fighting asbestos. Cardinal has a lot of empty properties what would it take to move the school to a better building??
Again potentially compatible when we look at trying to fight the significant repairs the school needs...

1/10/2017 1:29 PM

4 BENSON & SOUTH EDWARDSBURGH elementary schools to remain open for an additional five years to enable and
provide local accommodation for the expected increase in enrollment which will result from the introduction of over 350
new jobs just beginning to open at the Johnstown Industrial Park.......The GIANT TIGER DISTRIBUTION CENTER will
require 300 employees many of which will be filled from the movement of existing employees at the OTTAWA
premises re-locating to Cardinal, Johnstown and the rural areas of Edwardsburgh Cardinal Township. The new
Distribution Center will commence testing operations in Spring-Summer 2017 and be in full operation by Jan 2018 but
the movement of employees has already begun with one of the new employees purchasing a home in
Johnstown.."because I want my kids to be able to walk to school". Jones Rail Services and other new manufacturing
enterprises located in the Johnstown Industrial Park will add another 25-50 jobs over the next five year period and the
new MEADOWLANDS Subdivision in Cardinal along with the existing Subdivision in Johnstown and the present re-
sale market will be prime locations for employees re-locating from Ottawa or new to the area job market...

1/10/2017 1:28 PM

5 Close Benson but offer I think that families should have the option of attending all close boundary schools that remain
open including: Johnstown, Centennial '67 or Iroquois. If Johnstown must close consider moving them to Centennial
'67 rather than Prescott. Give families choices. Start promoting your school board similar to what the Separate school
board does-families go where they feel their child's needs are served-loyal followers are no more! Religion I no longer
a dividing factor to attend the separate board anymore. We have a limited number of students and the multiple boards
competing for the pupils-this is the real issue that need to be considered. A lot of wasted resources! Push back at a
higher level and tell the Premier that the system is broken not make the students burden your mistakes.

1/6/2017 10:45 AM

6 There needs to be a 5 year reconsideration, as the area affected in my community, as checked above, is growing
steadily, with 2 major employers locating to our community. This has been been proven with numbers from the
parents of the local school. A new subdivision has just been approved, with 75 new affordable homes, aimed at young
families. Consideration should also be given to the exceptional volunteer base, many of whom would be unable to
continue their support to students as staff due to lack of transportation. It is essential that the province keeps the rural
community vibrant and involved, at all levels, in daily lifestyle. A sense of home and community is paramount in a
child's development.

12/26/2016 10:19 AM

7 I would suggest that grades seven and eight be returned to Benson Zpubli . They should never have been moved to
the the high school in the first place. Also, upgrades that have been put on hold should be implemented and then
Benson P. S. will remain an integral part of the community. Moving the grades seven and eight to the high school
campus was a bad idea in the first place. That plan was more a matter of the bottom line, and not what was best for
the students. The s oil board should trim some cream from administration and not at the student level.

12/23/2016 9:33 PM
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8 Close South Edwardsburg Public School. The building is in disrepair and the surrounding community does not have
the facilities that Cardinal can offer. Benson students have been hosted at almost every facility in Cardinal and it is all
within walking distance. Arena, pool, library, fire station, post office, local restaurants have all hosted Benson students
at no cost in the last few years. Benson has corporate sponsors in Ingredion and Cardinal Power. Which have both
financially supported the school.

12/23/2016 8:40 AM

9 SEE ABOVE #5 12/7/2016 10:57 AM

10 Benson remain open bus to Benson from Edwardsburg refer to my answers to #3 12/7/2016 10:56 AM

11 George Benson built that school in late 1870s and is to be left a schoool forever. Benson Public School must remain
open. Our village has suffered enough already due to amalgamation.\ Thanks.

12/1/2016 2:01 PM

12 South Edwardsburgh PS is in a tiny hamlet with an aging population. There are no municipal services for this school.
Benson in Cardinal is in need of repair for sure, but is located in a much larger community with municipal services
such as water and sewer and also enjoys the benefit of heat supplied by the nearby cogen plant. I understand the
need to consolidate but the proposed movement is in the wrong direction.

11/20/2016 7:09 PM

13 Fix my school or rebuild it where it is now. 11/13/2016 12:15 PM

14 Maynard and Wellington Woods should both remain open and together accommodate the students from all feeder
groups or else just Maynard. Maynard is the newer school and has lots of property surrounding it for outdoor activities
and sports. Augusta pays taxes and deserves at least one school within the township. Town schools should not get
preferential treatment.

11/12/2016 9:16 PM

15 As Maynard has the larger and newer building also a large amount of land, why not consider that location to
accommodate Wellington Woods? Do the Augusta township taxpayers not deserve one school?

11/12/2016 9:15 PM

16 Closure and rebuild of SGDHS actually eliminates more excess pupil spaces than the recommended option. SG
Closure: 1153-586=567 excess spaces removed (and growing since that's with your current numbers - by 2029 that
number would grow to 664 excess spaces removed if left in it's current state with your projections from feeder groups)
Option 4: 197 (B) +147 (M) +135 (SE) +11 (W)=490 excess spaces removed Build an appropriately sized high school
for this area - put 7/8's back in their feeder schools. Some consolidation may still need to be considered - but numbers
and funding should improve overall for the feeder groups. Also, put the Maitland area back within it's proper
boundaries in Augusta Township.

11/4/2016 11:56 PM

17 Maynard public school offers one of the largest rural properties - along with access to further municipal property/
amenities; is central to a multitude of areas; provides a rural setting; has a major community entity with Mtjb located
within it - closing Maynard prior to any other local elementary schools (with the exception of Wellington) makes little
sense. The Maynard site would be ideal to accomodate a new school in the future.

11/3/2016 7:48 PM

18 1 a) Close SGDHS and build a new more appropriately sized high school for the ongoing/foregoing population from
the feeder group of schools. These over sized high schools that you are trying to fill with dwindling numbers from your
feeder groups are a BIG part of the problem. 1 b) Send 7 & 8 students back to their feeder schools 2 a) Close Benson
and amalgamate with South Ed (or vice versa - whichever makes more sense financially. Which would most likely be
South Ed due to condition). 2 b) Close Wellington ES conditional on funding for a rebuild of a school to accommodate a
minimum (could be more) of 450 children at the current site of Maynard Public School. 4. Close Centennial '67 Public
School conditional on ministry funding for rebuild of Maynard Public School. Re-jig boundaries to send some students
in the northern end of the Centennial boundaries to schools in Kemptville, SD&G, etc. Send the students in the
southern portion of Centennial boundary to a new school at the current Maynard site. These are some options - you
could choose a few, or one, or try to incorporate them all. It isn't meant to be a step-by-step guide of how the process
would work. Just a presentation of some alternatives.

11/3/2016 2:46 PM

19 I am restating what I wrote above to get my point across... Close South Edwardsburgh Public School to consolidate
students to Benson Public School. Benson is much larger of a building to accommodate more students over time
(more classes, larger classroom sizes, more floors of the school, larger gym space, more square footage of property
indoors and outdoors), and also with their utilities already paid for through their agreement with Casco. It would be
stupid to close a school with this type of cost savings options to bus students to a smaller school with less square
footage of property, that pays its full utilities bills.

10/23/2016 8:52 PM

20 1. Return grades 7&8 to the public schools 2. Lease spaces in each school to daycare providers to allow ease of
transition into school as children will be used to attending the building. 3. Consider the distances to be travelled via
bus and reassess your moves. Young 4-6 year olds will not do well on long bus rides to schools. 4. One of the
reasons given is to provide students to more activities which I disagree with as the more capable students are going to
be chosen for teams leaving more students not chosen for teams who may have had a chance in a smaller school
community.

10/23/2016 6:06 PM
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21 As a parent we discuss where are children are attending school. When the public schools are mentioned many parent
look down and laugh at that choice we have made. It is the image of the school board which has lead to a large drop
in the enrollment of students. Parents now have a choice where to send their children to receive their education. Many
parent have or are choosing not to send their children to your school board. Have you ever stop to think and ask the
question why this is happen. Stop to ask what is image parents have of are school Board. If you did you would be
pretty up set with what your image is. The school system has become a two tier system the have and have not. The
stronger skill will advance against the weak and challenged. Your board image has become school for under privileged
and less skilled. You board has constantly threaten parents and children with instability. We went through the
Boundary 2020 with school closure, and numerous threats of teacher strikes and now once again school closures.
Parents want stability and routine for the children to learn. This has not been possible with this board. I agree that
lower enrollment is do to the urbanization and economic. However the economic development in Edwardsburgh-
Cardinal is growing. New, younger families are wanting to be apart of the community and not leave. The closure of
South Edwardsburgh will slow the growth that has impacted the region recently. Now is the time to stop being lazy
and start working. Your board and the public school board depends on it. Just remember parent do now have a choice
on their kids education. You need to make that choice harder for parents. Give them quality, stability, proper school
class room, less bus times and enrollment might just rise. As a parent if I have to choose between my children getting
on a bus and going to a portable to learn in Prescott. It won't be with the Upper Canada school board. Your enrollment
number will continue to drop. I much rather have my children walk to South Edwardsburgh with community friends and
support the school board.

10/19/2016 10:50 AM

22 In my opinion a new school should be build in the Maynard area rather then in Prescott since Maynard is more
centrally located then bussing children from North Augusta (already a 55 minute bus ride), almost as far as Bishop
Mills and other areas north of Roebuck (again almost an hour bus ride at this time). The school board already has the
land at Maynard Public School which can be utilized for a larger school.

10/18/2016 4:50 PM

23 Johnstown is currently undergoing commercial and employment growth including 300 positions at the giant tiger
warehouse set to open in April 2017. I am confident this will increase our attendance and reduce surplus space in our
local school South Edwardsburg Public School. This school is amazing at including and engaging special needs
children in each classroom which is beneficial to all our kids.

10/18/2016 3:53 PM

24 Possible suggestion- change the zoning of the school boundaries to allow children the option of going to Centennial
67, instead of only Wellington. Cut costs by sharing busing with other schools/boards-most of the kids play together
outside of school anyways Push families back to their own area-parents are bringing their children into Brockville
when they live in Prescott putting lower numbers in the rural schools and creating more pressure on the larger city
schools. Make is an application process, change the funding model to avoid schools from accepting these cross-
boundary students. The Catholic school board is asking parents that are not Catholic to write an essay.

10/18/2016 1:56 PM

25 I think Wellington being the school that will house all is a poor decision. That area is already busy with the catholic
school right there. Why not use Benson in Cardinal. It has three levels with amazing community support. Also they
have their heat supplied by local Business a cost savings alone. Prescott should not be the only town with schools!!!
Johnstown students are just as close to Cardinal to bus there. Benson has much nicer facilities then South ed too!
Please re Consider the feeder schools.

10/17/2016 1:41 PM

26 I believe keeping Benson public school open and perhaps closing another school would be the more cost effective
decision...if cost effectiveness is what the goal is by closing schools. My reason for this is that Benson incurs ZERO
heating costs as these are absorbed by a local manufacturer. There is also an annual income at Benson with the lease
of part of its property to a local manufacturer. Benson is a large school and with proper modifications and repairs, can
easily accommodate a large number of students. Locally, there is a post office, arena, swimming pool as well as other
attractions which can be accessed by the students for field trips, without the added cost of hiring busses.

10/17/2016 1:14 PM

27 1. Close Benson and combine with South Edwardsburgh 2. Close Centennial '67 and combine with Maynard PS 3.
Close South Edwardsburgh and combine with Wellington PS *apply for funding to upgrade and/or expand the two
remaining facilities as necessary. 2 remaining schools will be the feeder schools for SGDHS. Recommendation allows
for parents to have a town or country option for their child.

10/14/2016 5:14 PM

28 I Agree with the need to consolidate the 5 feeder schools, but would recommend the creation of a new "Super School"
with all 5 feeders merged into one. This school should be built at a new site (I.e. Near the OPP Station just north of
Prescott) so that all 5 communities can join together and make it their own. By asking some of the schools to join
another school some communities may feel like they are losing themselves. Wellington, while a great school, can/has
been viewed in a negative way and it may be difficult for all community members to get past this. The creation of a
new school, with a new name, could unite people who otherwise may not like the idea of merging. I am very fearful of
an exodus of pupils to the Catholic board and the privet school sector. I think the design of a new great school could
stop this from happening.

10/14/2016 4:33 PM
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